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Abstract

Current teaching and learning of system dynamics are based on materials derived from the exper-
tise of masters. However, there is little explicit reference to neither the stages which beginners go
through to become proficient nor what is learned at each of these stages. We argue that this hinders
cumulative research and development in teaching and learning strategies. We engaged 15
acknowledged masters in the field to take part in a three-round Delphi study to develop an
operational representation of the competence development stages and what is learned at each
stage. The resulting system dynamics competence framework consists of a qualified, expert-
evaluated, empirically based set of seven skills and 265 learning outcomes. The skills provide a
common orientation, in the language of current educational research, to facilitate research, course
design and certification efforts to ensure quality standards. To conclude, this paper provides
avenues for future work.
Copyright © 2016 The Authors System Dynamics Review published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on
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One should enter a complex dynamic situation and aspire to […] talk
about the issues for 20minutes without contradicting oneself.

Jay W. Forrester

Introduction

A system dynamicist ought to develop and exploit a simulation model so as to
discover the causal structure and policies driving problematic behaviors as
well as promising alternative policies (Forrester, 2007, p. 353). Expert system
dynamicists have developed a series of best practices that have been systema-
tized by Martinez-Moyano and Richardson (2013). Such practices implicitly
assume that individuals know when to do what, how, for how long, whom
to involve and what data to gather.
A significant body of materials has been developed by master system

dynamicists to facilitate learning and teaching SD (system dynamics).
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Some have been published as books (e.g. Maani and Cavana, 2007;
Morecroft, 2007; Richardson and Pugh, 1981; Sterman, 2000a; Warren,
2008) and others are freely available for self-directed learning; for instance,
RoadMaps (Creative Learning Exchange, 2016). Also, educational programs
are offered at both undergraduate and graduate levels (see System Dynam-
ics Society, 2016).
Learning and teaching are active areas of research. Some researchers inquire

into the adoption of matters related to SD in schools (Kunz et al., 2015). Rich-
ardson (2014a, 2014b, 2014c) has converted decades of teaching experience
into a canonical teaching sequence, which starts by exploring existing models
and then approaches model creation by a process of correcting models.
Wijnen et al. (2016) have conducted experiments concerning learning from
erroneous models. Particular attention has been devoted to the so-called
stock-and-flow error, i.e. learning to correctly take into account stock accumu-
lation when one analyzes a dynamic problem (Lakeh and Ghaffarzadegan,
2015; Qia and Gonzalez, 2015).
However, the answers to several questions have remained implicit: pre-

cisely what is to be learned, how these knowledge elements are related to
one another, and which ones should be studied first. We call an explicit out-
line of this a framework. Without such a framework, it is difficult for educa-
tional researchers to integrate SD into their investigations. Also, developers
of new teaching materials and courses do not have an explicit and common
orientation concerning what their products should achieve. Moreover, poten-
tial learners and users of SD in application fields, e.g. business management,
production theory or environmental issues, receive little advice for selecting
courses and learning materials appropriate for their respective needs. They
do not know what they should expect.
A framework for learning and teaching would lead to advantages for the fu-

ture development of SD. Previous initiatives to develop frameworks have been
undertaken for specific fields such as K-12 education (Waters Foundation,
2012) or practitioner certification. Fisher (2011) lists concepts and practices
related to systems thinking and SD that can be introduced at different ages
throughout K-12 education. In the area of adult education, a recent proposi-
tion by Plate and Monroe (2014) focused on systems thinking. Kubanek
(2002) differentiated SD modeling into four skills: systems worldview, com-
puter modeling skills, applications, and communication and leadership. A
framework for SD that is not bound to a specific context has not yet been de-
veloped, and the following questions still need to be answered: Which skills
should be acquired when learning SD? Which development stages can be dif-
ferentiated? And which learning outcomes are achieved at each development
stage?
This paper proposes answers to these questions in the form of a competence

framework for learning SD. The framework establishes a terminology in-
formed by educational research, in which the terms competence, skill,
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development stage and learning outcome have specific meanings (as
discussed below).
The framework follows Forrester (2007, p. 355) and intends to cover all rel-

evant aspects of SD, while leaving systems thinking (Forrester, 1994;
Schwaninger, 2009) and general problem solving (Eden and Ackermann,
2006; Flood and Jackson, 1991) out of consideration. In doing so, it goes be-
yond the best practices (Martinez-Moyano and Richardson, 2013) used by pre-
vious work reported by Muñoz and Pepper (2016), who propose a set of skills
representing the different stages of the model building process and extract
learning outcomes from the best practices. Of course, best practices should
be learned, but novice learners of SD also have to achieve many intermediate
learning outcomes before reaching a development stage where they exercise
best practices. Our framework includes these previous and intermediate out-
comes (we will frequently use “outcomes” to abbreviate learning outcomes).
While Muñoz and Pepper go on to propose activities for learning, teaching,
giving feedback and for assessing, our framework concentrates on the learning
outcomes.
Our framework consists of seven skills that are learned over four develop-

ment stages from beginner to proficient, based on the established Dreyfus
and Dreyfus (1980) model. For each skill and each development stage, learn-
ing outcomes are defined following Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Anderson
et al., 2001). The framework also accounts for the increasing dynamic com-
plexity (Groesser, 2012; Senge, 1990; Sterman, 2000a) of the content to be
learned.
A Delphi study with 15 SD masters allowed us to identify these skills and

outcomes, to classify their respective relevance and to indicate at which de-
velopment stage the outcomes are best positioned. The framework provides
a template that researchers and instructors can use and adapt. Learners can
both identify areas of knowledge and expertise already achieved, and they
can also map the areas of necessary development.
Our framework facilitates educational research on learning activities and

teaching sequences, as well as assessment. In teaching SD, there are several
benefits. First, teaching institutions that offer SD can benefit from organizing
their design and development of learning activities and materials according
to the framework. This reduces the burden of selecting learning outcomes
and also facilitates complementarity between the activities and materials.
Second, the competence framework facilitates the development of learning
activities and materials for self-study efforts. In addition, lecturers in specific
content areas, e.g. economics, business management and public policy, are
likely to become interested in integrating SD into their research and teaching,
since a detailed identification of the learning outcomes and skills helps iden-
tify the application problems where SD is particularly useful.
This paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we provide the concep-

tual foundations of the competence framework. Thereafter, we introduce our
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research design. In the results section, we present the results of our Delphi
study by providing an overview of all skills, the competence development
stages specific to SD as well as the outcomes of each stage. Then we discuss
these results. The last section details avenues for future research that have
emerged from our framework. The paper provides additional material in an
electronic supplement (supporting information).

The conceptual elements of the competence framework

A framework establishes a series of concepts using specific taxonomies and
models (Ostrom, 2007). Our proposal employs the concepts competence, skill,
learning outcome and development stage. We also use Bloom’s revised taxon-
omy to describe the skills and learning outcomes. Moreover, the framework
contains what the educational literature refers to as a stage model of compe-
tence development. However, the term model has a specific meaning in the
field of SD; therefore we try to avoid the term in the framework, although in
some places its use is unavoidable. The following subsections introduce the
conceptual tools we used to develop our framework: the Dreyfus and Dreyfus
model of competence development stages, Bloom’s revised taxonomy of cog-
nitive skill and taxonomy of complexity levels.

Competence, skill and learning outcomes

SD has been related to diverse thinking skills (Forrester, 1994; Richmond,
1993, 1994; Sweeney and Sterman, 2000). These are generic life skills
(Shavelson, 2010 p. 58) and as such they are context independent. However,
as the descriptions of SD by Forrester and the best practices in SD (Marti-
nez-Moyano and Richardson, 2013) show, SD is not a context-free skill but
useful in the context of dynamic complexity (e.g. Moxnes, 1998; Senge,
1990; Sterman, 2008). Therefore, it is not a life skill but a “competence”
(Koeppen et al., 2008, p. 62). Although there are numerous definitions of what
a competence is (e.g. Roegiers, 2007; Sadler, 2013; Tardif, 2004), we use a gen-
erally accepted definition for our purposes here (Shavelson, 2010, p. 44):

Competence (1) is a physical or intellectual ability, skill or both; (2) is a
performance capacity to do as well as to know; (3) is carried out under
standardized conditions; (4) is judged by some level or standard of perfor-
mance as … (5) can be improved …

Koeppen et al. (2008) state that valid measures of competence require so-
called competence models, which firstly represent the internal structure of
competences in terms of specific basic skills and abilities, secondly describe
different levels of competence with reference to domain-specific performance,
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and finally account for changes occurring in learning. The internal structure of
a competence is made observable by decomposing it into constituent parts
called “competency” or “skill”, which are treated as synonymous in the com-
petence literature (Sadler, 2013, p. 15). We use the term “skill”, which is in
general used in the SD literature (e.g. Muñoz and Pepper, 2016). Each such
skill is then broken down into learning outcomes, which can be directly ob-
served for assessment (Tardif, 2004). These outcomes have been formulated
using the well-established Bloom taxonomy as described in the following sub-
section. Rather than clinging to Bloom’s original term of “learning objectives”,
we use current nomenclature from the most recent discussion in the educa-
tion realm (European Union, 2011). Figure 1 represents the conceptual com-
ponents and their interrelationships.

Bloom’s taxonomy of learning objectives

To organize the skills and outcomes in a way compatible with the termi-
nology used in the field of education, we have used Bloom’s revised tax-
onomy (Anderson et al., 2001). Bloom et al. (1956) provide a guiding
taxonomy of cognitive, affective and psychomotor educational objectives.
The cognitive taxonomy proposes six cognitive processes, representing
“skill levels” of increasing complexity, progressing from simple ones—re-
membering, understanding and applying: levels 1–3—to more complex
ones, which are composed of many interconnected parts (analyzing, evalu-
ating and creating; levels 4–6). Since they are processes, verbs have been
chosen to describe them. The higher-level processes (4–6) are based on
lower levels (1–3), but according to Anderson et al.’s revised version
(2001) there are no systematic level differences between them (for details
and a table of verbs used in the respective SD skills, refer to Appendix
1 in the electronic supplement). Each skill level consists of a number of

Fig. 1. A competence is
composed of skills, which
are themselves composed
of learning outcomes.
Competence develops
over a sequence of stages
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skills, which are expressed as verbs and exemplify what a learner should
acquire and be able to carry out.

Competence development stages

Since skills are acquired over time, our framework includes a sequence of de-
velopment stages. Owing to the absence of an empirically tested set of devel-
opment stages for SD (Tardif, 2004), we use a competence stage model that is
widely known in the field of management and commonly referred to as the
Dreyfus–Dreyfus model (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1980; Eraut, 2000). Even
though it has been criticized, it is still highly accepted amongst researchers
(Dall’Alba and Sandberg, 2006). According to this model, a beginner (B) pro-
ceeds to advanced beginner (AB), to competent (C), to proficient (P), to expert
(E) to become a master (M).
The evolution from beginner to proficient consists of assimilating new con-

cepts and skills; in the later stages, personal experience transforms the declar-
ative knowledge and rules into fluid knowing-in-action (Neuweg, 1999;
Polanyi, 1983). The difference between proficient and expert cannot be
expressed in terms of skills; rather, it is grounded in the number of years of de-
liberate practice and the number of projects, cases or situations resolved (Er-
icsson et al., 1993, 2007). Mastery is an even higher degree of maturation.
When an expert is able to articulate his expertise, can make it understandable
for others in different forms and can teach his knowledge to others, then he
has become a master (refer to Appendix 2 in the electronic supplement for
more details). Therefore, educational programs provide learning opportuni-
ties up to the stage of proficient. There are no formal courses for becoming
an expert or a master. One aim of this paper is to make advances in the realm
of teaching SD in educational institutions. Hence the paper focuses on the
stages from beginner to proficient.

Complexity levels

In SD, simple things are learned before more complex things. This state-
ment holds for what is learned and how it is learned. Referring to the
how, Richardson’s “canonical” sequence starts with exploring existing
models—which is supposed to be relatively simple—and moves on to ever
more complex activities, eventually creating a model. As for what is
learned, widely used textbooks (Sterman, 2000a; Morecroft, 2007) start with
relatively simple models and progress towards more complex ones. The
same progression can be observed in the user manuals of leading software
packages (for details refer to Appendix 3 in the electronic supplement).
Since our framework concentrates on what is learned, it follows that
learners of SD ought to reach their learning outcomes over a range of
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problem situations (models) with increasing complexity. Furthermore, given
that the framework focuses on the development stages from beginner to pro-
ficient, it needs to represent different levels of complexity of the problems
which are modeled by learners.
Something is complex when it is “composed of many interconnected

parts” and “so intricate as to be hard to understand or deal with” (Dictio-
nary.com, 2016). The term “complexity” is used in the “complexity
sciences”, which study “how parts of a system give rise to the collective
behaviors of the system, and how the system interacts with its environment”
and “how interactions give rise to patterns of behavior” (New England
Complex Systems Institute, 2016). The field of SD has acknowledged this
as “detail complexity”, but it places emphasis on dynamic complexity, i.e.
the behavioral consequences of the interactions between elements in a
system over time (Richardson, 1999; Senge, 1990; Sterman, 2000b). In orga-
nizational research, “relational complexity” is equivalent to detail complex-
ity, and “temporal complexity” to dynamic complexity; interestingly,
“manifest complexity” refers to the subjective condition when an individ-
ual’s cognitive resources make it difficult to understand a situation (Garud
et al., 2011). In the remainder of this paper, we use “complexity” as short-
hand for “dynamic complexity”. Recently, the term “cognitive complexity”
has been used by Özgün and Barlas (2015) as equivalent to manifest
complexity, and “systemic complexity” represents objective dynamic com-
plexity. They further argue that the complexity of a problem situation is a
consequence of three aspects: feedback loops, delays and nonlinearities.
Our reading of the aforementioned SD textbooks and software user manuals
(e.g. Vensim or iThink/STELLA) suggests that SD beginners are confronted
with complexity in the form of feedback loops: they are guided through
sequences of models starting with single loops and finishing with five to
eight relevant loops, which the textbook authors have labeled as such. In
the cases of simulation models included in the books’ supplementary mate-
rial, we refer to the number of loops in the “shortest independent loop set”
(Oliva, 2004); this is a subset of the total number of feedback loops that
consists of the smallest set of loops which include all the links of the model
that belong to one or several loops. This avoids counting those loops which
are the union of simpler loops in a model. Delays appear as parameters
regulating the speed of adjustments in balancing loops; i.e. they appear in
loops and sometimes generate oscillations—a complex behavior pattern in
feedback loops. Delays are also discussed as standard formulations for infor-
mation and material delays in chapters of textbooks (Sterman, 2000a, Ch.
11), when the learner has already studied several combinations of feedback
loops. Nonlinear relationships represented by table functions are also dealt
with in the later chapters in textbooks (Sterman, 2000a, Ch. 14) (refer to
Appendix 3 in the electronic supplement for a more detailed discussion
regarding the handling of complexity in teaching).
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A precise and common description of dynamic complexity has not emerged
yet and a thorough discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, we choose a practical solution for the purpose of our framework and
distinguish between three levels of complexity for the problems modeled and
solved by learners during their initial four stages of competence development
based on behavior patterns.
A system’s behavior can be broken down into atomic patterns (Ford,

1999), fundamental patterns (Sterman, 2000a, p. 108) and combinations
thereof. Ford discusses three atomic patterns: linear, exponential and
goal-seeking behavior. Models that generate atomic nonlinear patterns in-
volve a reinforcing or balancing feedback loop. Other patterns such as S-
shaped growth or overshoot and collapse are combinations of the atomic
patterns and involve increasing numbers of positive and negative feedback
loops (Morecroft, 2007, Chs 5 and 7; Richardson and Pugh, 1981; Sterman,
2000a, Ch. 8.5). Any realistic situation will feature at least two relevant
and interconnected feedback loops, e.g. S-shaped growth dynamics. There-
fore, we consider these structures, i.e. models with one or two feedback
loops, as the lowest level of complexity. The intermediate level of com-
plexity accounts for problems of growth and decline, e.g. those encoun-
tered in business growth, sustainability problems and require at least
three to five feedback loops. The highest level of complexity in the frame-
work accounts for problems generated by system structures with six or
more relevant feedback loops. Such situations are placed in the most ad-
vanced sections of current textbooks (Morecroft, 2007, Ch. 8; Sterman,
2000a, Ch. 20); we see them as a preparation for the transition from teach-
ing problems—which are necessarily small in model size because the
“manifest complexity” of a three-loop model can be high for a beginner
—to real-world problems. Therefore, the proposed three complexity levels
account for the content of existing textbooks and other learning materials,
but are not meant to describe the complexity of problems studied by pro-
fessional dynamicists.

Research method

The process leading to the competence framework relied on the personal
knowledge and experience of 15 SD masters. We used a Delphi approach
(Dalkey, 1969; Dalkey and Helmer, 1963) based on an initial proposal drawn
from a review of established textbooks (Morecroft, 2007; Richardson and
Pugh, 1981; Sterman, 2000a; Warren, 2008). This proposal contained nine
skills and over 140 learning outcomes. We then sampled individuals who
have practiced SD for a minimum of 10years (Ericsson et al., 1993, 2007) at
an outstanding level and who have accumulated teaching experience of a de-
cade or more. Out of the sample, we invited authors of established literature
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about teaching SD, who are masters in research on learning with SD, and ac-
complished professionals.
The Delphi process consisted of three rounds of consultation. In the first

round, the masters evaluated the initial list of outcomes with regard to their
relevance on a 5-point Likert scale: “1” indicates “not relevant”; “5” is “highly
relevant”. They indicated when an outcome was not clearly formulated and
also enhanced the list with additional ones. For the second round, a revised
framework was submitted, and we asked each participant to indicate the ap-
propriate competence development stage for each outcome and, where appli-
cable, for each of the three levels of complexity. We analyzed the responses
with respect to how the different outcomes of each skill matched with the de-
velopment stages. This led to a regrouping of the outcomes into seven skills,
which increased the overall consistency and usability of the framework. In
the final Delphi round, each outcome was presented under its respective skill,
accompanied by the simple average of relevance judgments of all masters and
the most frequently mentioned competence development stage from the sec-
ond round. The masters were asked to evaluate the final presentation of the
skills, the outcomes as well as the allocation of each outcome to a develop-
ment stage, either by expressing their agreement to the previously established
values of relevance and development stage or by indicating a different opin-
ion. Over the entire process, the masters’ opinions converged and resulted
in a consistent competence framework. All outcomes evaluated by the masters
with relevance of “5” or greater are now part of the competence framework.
The averages of the individual skills range from 5.3 to 5.8 with a low standard
deviation.

System dynamics competence framework

The Delphi process resulted in a competence framework with seven SD skills:
SD language, dynamic reasoning, model analysis, SD project initialization,
model creation, model validation, and policy evaluation and design (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. The system dy-
namics competence
framework consists of
seven skills. Higher skills
depend on and include
lower skills
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The skills indicate their level according to Bloom’s taxonomy: the system’s
dynamics language (#1) consists of specific concepts and terms that have to be
remembered; dynamic reasoning (#2) refers to understanding the relationship
between stocks and flows and the implication of feedback loops. #1 and #2
prepare for model analysis (#3), and at the same time both are part of it. Model
creation (#5) builds on skill #3 to analyzing existing models and extends it,
just as model validation (#6) builds on all the previous skills. Together with
project initialization (#4), they prepare for policy evaluation and design (#7).
These seven skills are distinct from each other, but at the same time they be-
long together: they form a system rather than a sequence, even though simpler
skills will be learned before more advanced ones. With respect to project ini-
tialization (skill #4), note that the cognitive processes of analyzing and creat-
ing or designing overlap. Such overlaps were intended by the authors of the
revised taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002).
Each of the skills is operationalized by a number of learning outcomes. And

each outcome is formulated such as to be clearly observable, which makes it
operational. Table 1 shows the number of outcomes for each of the seven SD
skills.
The leftmost columns of Table 1 show the seven skills, starting with the

lowest Bloom level at the bottom and ascending to higher levels. The

Table 1. The seven system
dynamics skills and
allocated learning outcomes
per development stage and
complexity level. The
development stages are B
(beginner), AB (advanced
beginner), C (competent)
and P (proficient)

Skill
Complexity
level (cl)

Competence development stage No. of
learning
outcomesB AB C P

7 Policy evaluation
and design

cl3 2 4 6
cl2 2 4 6
cl1 3 3 6

6 Model validation

cl3 7 2 9
cl2 7 2 9
cl1 1 7 1 9

5 Model creation

cl3 1 14 10 25
cl2 15 10 25
cl1 1 22 2 25
n. a. 11 6 17

4 System dynamics
project initialization

cl3 3 6 9
cl2 4 5 9
cl1 9 9

3 Model analysis

cl3 9 4 13
cl2 10 3 13
cl1 13 13
n.a. 1 1

2 Dynamic reasoning n.a. 3 9 3 15
1 System dynamics language n.a. 10 26 10 46
Total numbers of outcomes 15 140 84 26 265
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outcomes of system dynamics language and system dynamic thinking skills
require only “remembering” (which was formerly referred to as “knowing”)
and “understanding”. The other skills mainly contain modeling related out-
comes, which means that the learner has to actually “do” something. Accord-
ingly, skills #3 to #7 are formulated for each of the three complexity levels; “n.
a.” indicates where the complexity level is not applicable.
The following columns show the development stages and their respective

outcomes. Skills #1 and #2 contain many outcomes, but they are concentrated
on the early development stages. As one progresses from skill #3 to #7, the ma-
jority of outcomes are no longer in stage advanced beginner (AB) but in stage
competent (C). Also, progress from lower to higher complexity levels coin-
cides with advancing from stage AB towards proficient (P); however, only
few outcomes are achieved in stage P: the proficient development stage is
not characterized by introducing new outcomes, but by solidifying previously
introduced outcomes as personal experience is built up. Accordingly, the
numbers of outcomes for each development stage are 15 (B), 140 (AB), 84
(C) and 26 (P).
The 265 outcomes are not equally distributed over the seven skills. Starting

with the rows showing the skills system dynamics language and dynamic rea-
soning, the outcomes refer to knowing and understanding concepts. Neither
skill depends on complexity levels, and therefore the 46 learning outcomes
for skill #1 and the 15 learning outcomes for skill #2 (last column) show
“n.a.” for “not applicable”. Beginning with the skill “model analysis”, most
outcomes take the complexity level into account, and the rightmost column
shows the total number of learning outcomes independent of the develop-
ment stage. According to our masters, model creation seems to be of high
importance and therefore 75 complexity-dependent, i.e. 25 learning out-
comes which are achieved at three complexity levels each, and 17
complexity-independent outcomes are necessary to operationalize it.
Table 2 displays the accumulated percentages of outcomes that are

achieved at each of the respective development stages, categorized accord-
ing to complexity level; outcomes independent from the complexity level
are shown as n.a. The outcomes that do not require an action with respect
to a more or less complex situation are most significant in the beginner

Table 2. Learning outcomes
per complexity level over
development stage

Complexity level (cl)

Competence development stage

B AB C P

cl3 0% 2% 58% 100%
cl2 0% 61% 100% 100%
cl1 3% 90% 100% 100%
Complexity level not applicable (n.a.) 16% 75% 100% 100%
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stage. The advanced beginner ought to have achieved 90 percent of the least
complex outcomes and 61 percent of the outcomes at the intermediate com-
plexity. The competent system dynamicist has achieved all the outcomes ex-
cept 42 percent of the most complex ones, which are acquired at the
proficient stage.
The progression of outcomes from less complex to more complex situations

(models) is what characterizes the development over the different stages, thus
underlining the relevance of progressive complexity levels in the framework.
We now outline a structured set of learning outcomes for each skill (more de-
tails can be found in the electronic supplement).

Skill #1: system dynamics language

SD is a language: it has its own vocabulary with specific meanings attached to
the respective terms, leading to a specific worldview and the capability to
frame situations in a specific way. Table 3 presents the learning outcomes in

Table 3. Learning outcomes
of skill #1: system dynamics
language Learning outcomes

Development stage

B AB C P

SD language skill
Remembers the elements of the modeling process
Defines the objectives of system dynamics 1
Lists the phases of the modeling process 1
Defines the purpose of each phase in the modeling process 1
Defines the activities of each phase of the modeling process 1
Defines the methods applied in each phase of the
modeling process 1
Defines the requirements for applying system dynamics 1

Understands the concepts of system dynamics
Explains "policy" 1
Explains "dynamic complexity" 1
Explains "model purpose" 1
Explains "reference mode" 1
Explains "model boundary" 1
Explains "time horizon" 1
Explains "dynamic hypothesis" 1
Explains the types of variables 1
Explains "units of measure" 1
Explains "stock" 1
Explains "flow" 1
Explains "causality" 1
Explains "polarity" 1
Explains "delay" 1

(Continues)
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their hierarchical order. The development stage where the majority of the
masters interviewed believe an outcome should be achieved is marked with
a “1”. For instance, “describes the positive feedback loop” is achieved at the
beginner stage (B). More detailed tables with the average relevance score
and their standard deviation as well as the development stage associated with
the different complexity levels are contained in Appendix 4 of the electronic
supplement.

Table 3. (Continued)

Learning outcomes
Development stage

B AB C P

Describes the atomic behavior patterns
Identifies \the atomic behavior patterns in BOT graphs
Identifies linear behavior (when shown a BOT graph) 1
Identifies exponential behavior (when shown a BOT graph) 1
Identifies goal-seeking behavior (when shown a BOT graph) 1

Describes the atomic behavior patterns in words or as a graph,
indicated or drawn
Describes linear behavior (in words or as a graph,
indicated or drawn) 1
Describes exponential behavior (in words or as a
graph, indicated or drawn) 1
Describes goal-seeking behavior (in words or as a
graph, indicated or drawn) 1

Applies the guidelines of good causal loop diagram development
Indicates the polarity of causal links 1
Indicates the polarity of loops 1
Names the feedback loops 1
Indicates the important delays in causal links 1
Names the variables as nouns 1
Choses an appropriate level of aggregation 1
Explicates the goals of negative loops 1
Indicates the relevant feedback loops 1

Describes standard formulations
Describes the positive feedback loop 1
Describes the first order negative feedback loop 1
Describes the Bass model for S-shaped growth 1
Describes the loop structure for overshoot and collapse 1
Describes the second order negative loop capable of oscillation 1
Describes the material pipeline delay 1
Describes the material mixer delay 1
Describes the information delay 1
Describes the co-flow 1
Describes the aging chain 1

Converts diagrams between CLD and SFD
Constructs a CLD based upon a SFD 1
Constructs a SFD based upon a CLD 1
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Skill #2: dynamic reasoning

Beyond basic language knowledge, it is essential to recognize relevant features
of dynamic situations or problems. This implies that one can recognize char-
acteristic behavior shapes, and understand that behavior is driven by causal
structures that are feedback loops and stock accumulation. Coming to under-
stand the dynamics also means that one comes to grasp the systemic structure
underlying the behaviors. In this sense, “dynamic” also includes “systemic”.
The learning outcomes are organized as shown in Table 4.

Skill #3: model analysis

The previous two skills are the basic conceptual toolset for SD, but their
power unfolds only through the creation and utilization of models.

Table 4. Learning outcomes
of skill #2: dynamic
reasoning Learning outcomes

Development stage

B AB C P

Dynamic reasoning
Interprets BOT graphs 1
Understands stocks and flows
Describes the difference and the relationship between
stock and flow 1
Defines the rules of graphical integration 1
Defines the rules of graphical differentiation 1
Describes a stock’s accumulation behavior given the
in- and outflows 1
Describes a flow’s behavior given the stock’s
accumulation behavior 1
Infers a stock’s accumulation behavior given the flows 1
Infers a flow’s behavior given the stock’s accumulation
behavior 1

Understands feedback loops in CLDs and SFDs
Defines the method to detect loops 1
Infers feedback loops in CLDs and SFDs 1
Defines the method for detecting loop polarity 1
Classifies the feedback loops’ polarities 1
Associates changing loop dominance to transitions in
atomic behavior patterns 1
Associates atomic behavior patterns to fundamental
feedback structures
Associates exponential behavior to positive feedback 1
Associates goal-seeking behavior to negative feedback 1
Associates fundamental feedback structures to atomic
behavior patterns
Associates positive feedback to exponential behavior 1
Associates negative feedback to goal-seeking behavior 1
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Analyzing an existing model is instructive and being able to do so precedes
the ability to create models oneself. Think of how one learns to write; being
able to read and understand what one reads is an essential skill for learning
how to write.
There are five sets of hierarchically grouped outcomes, which in combina-

tion enable individuals to analyze models. Table 5 displays these outcomes.
Model analysis is the first skill implying the three complexity levels. There-
fore, the corresponding learning outcomes must be achieved three times: once
per complexity level. In these cases, the table contains a cl1 for complexity
level 1, cl2 for complexity level 2 and cl3 for complexity level 3.
For example, the majority of the masters indicate that “explains CLDs” is

achieved by the advanced beginner at complexity level 1 (one or two loops),

Table 5. Learning outcomes
of skill #3: model analysis

Learning outcomes
Development stage

B AB C P

Model analysis
Analyzes structural diagrams (with respect to their
structure and possible behaviors)
Interprets structural diagrams (reconstructs a
description of their content)
Interprets the structure of a CLD (reconstructs
a description of the model) cl1&cl2 cl3
Interprets the structure of a SFD (reconstructs
a description of the model) cl1&cl2 cl3

Infers plausible behavior patterns from structural
diagrams
Infers plausible behavior patterns from a CLD cl1&cl2 cl3
Infers plausible behavior patterns from a SFD cl1&cl2 cl3

Explains CLDs (structure and possible behavior) cl1 cl2 cl3
Decides when simulation is required to infer the
system’s behavior n.a.
Analyzes SF models using the equations
Interprets the equations of a SF model cl1&cl2 cl3
Attributes which part of structure may be driving
specific behaviors cl1 cl2 cl3
Experiments with simulation models to assess
proposed hypotheses cl1&cl2 cl3
Identifies the relevant feedback loops in a
quantitative model cl1&cl2 cl3
Identifies structure that can be deleted to simplify
the model cl1&cl2 cl3

Explains SF models (structure and behavior) cl1&cl2 cl3
Compares SF models
Explains similarities between SFD models. cl1&cl2 cl3
Generalizes: proposes a general existing SFD model
for a concrete situation cl1 cl2 cl3
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for complexity level 2 (three to five loops) at the competent stage and for more
complex CLDs at the proficient stage. The table expresses this as cl1, cl2 and
cl3 in the columns of the three concerned development stages. However, it
is also possible that certain outcomes are reached for two complexity levels
at the same development stage. For instance, the majority of the masters be-
lieve that “interprets the structure of a CLD” should be achieved at the stage
of advanced beginner for CLDs with one to two loops, but also for CLDs with
three to five loops. In this case, the column advanced beginner has a cl1 and
cl2, and cl3 marked in the column of the competent stage.
Note that some learning outcomes do not depend on the complexity level:

“decides when simulation is required to infer the system’s behavior” has a
“1” for the advanced beginner stage.

Skill #4: system dynamics project initialization

Some activities that are not part of modeling itself have a decisive influence
on the quality of modeling work because they define the purpose and the ex-
pectations to be fulfilled and hence the success of a modeling project. Project
initialization becomes an important skill for individuals who have already
gained basic experience (skills #1 to #3) and now start to undertake their
own modeling. Also, skills #1 to #3 are important for doing what these learn-
ing outcomes describe. And at the same time skill #4 is fundamental for skill
#5 (model creation). Project initialization is therefore highly important, and
the corresponding learning outcomes are displayed in Table 6. System
dynamics is often applied in projects, therefore learning outcomes referring
to project activities are relevant.

Table 6. Learning outcomes
of skill #4: SD project
initialization Learning outcomes

Development stage

B AB C P

SD project initialization
Prepares a modeling project
Establishes the clients of a project cl1 cl2 cl3
Establishes the symptoms that give rise to the project cl1&cl2 cl3
Establishes the reference modes cl1&cl2 cl3
Establishes if system dynamics is an appropriate
methodology cl1 cl2 cl3

Establishes a problem (with logical and temporal scope)
Establishes desirable and feared futures cl1&cl2 cl3
Establishes a preliminary model boundary cl1 cl2 cl3
Engages clients and other relevant actors cl1 cl2 cl3
Formulates a conceptual model cl1&cl2 cl3
Establishes the purpose of the modeling project cl1 cl2 cl3
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Skill #5: model creation

The ability to create a simulation model is at the core of how SD is executed and
delivered. Given a stated purpose (skill #4), investigating what is relevant in a
problem situation, understanding how the elements interact to create the
situation under study and identifying how to successfully intervene require
the creative and disciplined application of the first three skills. Since computer
simulation is necessary, a whole range of technical aspects have to be consid-
ered.Accordingly, this skill ismadeup of a larger number of groups of outcomes,
when compared to the other skills, and the outcomes are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Learning outcomes
of skill #5: model creation

Learning outcomes
Development stage

B AB C P

Model creation
Decides the bounds of the model
Decides the model boundary cl1, cl2 cl3
Decides the time horizon cl1, cl2 cl3

Develops the representation of variables
Discovers the variables implied by spoken or
written text cl1 cl2 cl3
Discovers the variables’ proper definitions from
first principles deduction cl1, cl2 cl3
Classifies the variables by type cl1, cl2 cl3
Classifies the variables’ units of measure cl1, cl2 cl3

Develops the representation of causal relationships in
an SD model (diagram and equations)
Elicits data about the relevant causal structure n.a.
Discovers causal links implied by spoken or
written text n.a.
Discovers the polarity of the causal relation
between two variables n.a.
Discovers causal links from first principles n.a.
Classifies the links’ polarities n.a.
Discovers delays n.a.
Formulates equations
Formulates equations based on "molecules" n.a.
Formulates equations based on standard
formulations n.a.

Formulates equations from scratch n.a.
Discovers the shape of nonlinear causal relations
between two variables n.a.
Distinguishes between actual and perceived conditions cl1&cl2 cl3
Uses simulation to improve understanding
Uses simulation to reproduce reference modes. cl1&cl2 cl3
Uses simulation to formulate structure-behavior
hypotheses cl1&cl2 cl3

(Continues)
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Skill #6: model validation

Validation refers to the activities which assure that a simulation model can be
trusted to fulfill its purpose inside known bounds (Groesser and Schwaninger,
2012). This has bee n, and continues to be, an essential aspect of SD work and

Table 7. (Continued)

Learning outcomes
Development stage

B AB C P

Attributes tentatively chunks of model structure
to a problem under study cl1&cl2
Hypothesizes plausible behaviors of variables in
standard formulations cl1&cl2 cl3
Experiments with simulation models to assess
proposed structure-behavior hypotheses cl1&cl2 cl3
Modifies simulation models to assess proposed
structure–behavior hypotheses cl1 cl2&cl3

Designs policies as part of a simulation model
Modifies simulation models to incorporate policies cl1&cl2
Experiments with simulation models to evaluate
proposed policies cl1&cl2 cl3
Resolves the modeled problems of reality by using
simulation models cl1&cl2 cl2 cl3

Designs a qualitative model (CLD or SFD)
Uses key agents’ mental models for model
development cl1 cl2 cl3
Starts the modeling process from key stocks n.a.
Infers key variables that have to be endogenous
parts of the model cl1 cl2 cl3
Attributes variables to reference modes n.a.
Assures endogenous orientation n.a.
Defines the measurement of each variable n.a.

Designs a quantitative SF model (quantifies the variables)
Formulates the simplest possible fragments of structure
Selects adequate standard formulation where possible n.a.
Composes logically coherent equations n.a.

Validates the model as part of the modeling process cl1 cl2 cl3
Simulates after adding one piece of structure n.a.
Simplifies the model structure n.a.
Modifies the SFD model to achieve validity (validates the
SF model) cl1 cl2 cl3
Modifies the model to test scenarios or candidate policies
(exploits the SF model) cl1 cl2 cl3
Improves the problem situation according to the purpose
of the model cl1&cl2 cl3

Decides when to stop the modeling process cl1&cl2 cl3
Documents the modeling process cl1 cl2 cl3
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therefore stands apart from model creation. The skill consists of three groups
of outcomes and is shown in Table 8.

Skill #7: policy design and evaluation

The creation of a trustworthy model is the means of SD—the end is an im-
proved understanding and enhanced decision policies. Table 9 displays the
corresponding learning outcomes.

Table 8. Learning outcomes
of skill #6: model validation

Learning outcomes
Development stage

B AB C P

Model validation
Validates model’s structure
Validates dimensional consistency cl1&cl2 cl3
Validates each variable’s correspondence to a real entity cl1&cl2 cl3
Evaluates a model’s membership of a model family cl1&cl2 cl3

Validates models’ behaviors
Validates the historic fit between the simulation and the
reference mode cl1 cl2 cl3
Tests extreme condition behavior cl1&cl2 cl3
Evaluates extreme condition behavior cl1&cl2 cl3
Tests the sensitivity of the model with respect to uncertain
parameters cl1&cl2 cl3
Evaluates the sensitivity of the model with respect to
uncertain parameters cl1&cl2 cl3

Decides when to stop the validation process cl1 cl2 cl3

Table 9. Learning outcomes
of skill #7: policy evaluation
and design Learning outcomes

Development stage

B AB C P

Policy evaluation and design
Explains the causal structure of a problem or situation cl1&cl2 cl3
Explains how the problem is created by the model structure cl1&cl2 cl3
Explains why one policy has high impact while others
fail to do so cl1 cl2 cl3
Explains how established policies are the underlying
cause of the problematic behavior n.a.
Argues in favor of better policies cl1&cl2 cl3
Communicates effectively with stakeholders about the use
of the model 1
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Policy analysis and design is the ultimate objective of SD and cannot be
reached without a sufficient ability to combine all the previous skills. Beyond
being able to perform these activities in isolation, these skills need to be inte-
grated when evaluating and designing policies. This is why skill #7 is the most
challenging to achieve. It implies extensive modeling experience, a high level
of understanding and the ability to communicate this knowledge effectively to
policymakers and problem owners.

Discussion

The framework as orientation

The competence framework consists of seven skills, which have been de-
scribed by learning outcomes to such a degree that they can be observed for
evaluation. It also positions the outcomes at specific competence develop-
ment stages and thereby enables an evaluator to monitor a learner’s progress.
Therefore, the framework fulfills the criteria defined for competence models
as described by Koeppen et al. (2008, p. 62).
The degree of consensus amongst the participating masters of SD is high in

general and suggests that the framework covers the relevant capabilities and
knowledge of the SD methodology. Most of the outcomes have been evaluated
as highly relevant. The only exception is observed for the outcome “Designs a
qualitative model (CLD or SFD)” in skill #5, model creation: the use of quali-
tative SD is not considered to be the highest relevance by some SD experts.
Accordingly, the variation in the indicated relevance is higher for outcomes
related to qualitative SD. For each outcome, it is clear at which development
stage the majority of the masters we interviewed believe it should be reached
and assessed, and wherever their judgement diverges there is space for flexi-
bility. Thus course designers receive useful orientation for their work.

Courses, study programs, and competence development stages

SD education is obtainable at different institutions that offer courses ranging
from short workshops or individual SD courses, to full master programs and
up to comprehensive PhD programs dedicated to the methodology. Depend-
ing where SD is taught, courses can be either embedded in a specific subject
area, e.g. management or engineering subjects, or they can be generic courses
on SD. Additionally, courses either aim to train fully fledged modelers or aim
to educate users on how to run existing models and interpret them. Our com-
petence framework is a practical to guide potential learners, given the variety
of courses available. It can support educators in revising their courses, learn-
ing activities and assessments. Time can be used more effectively when de-
ciding what should be taught at which development stage. Also, the
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framework gives an orientation to individuals interested in learning SD by
enrolling in such programs. Notwithstanding these advantages of guiding
and orienting, the framework is not a final product but a stepping stone to
future research.

Future research avenues

The competence framework is as relevant for research as it is for teaching. In
the following, we outline future research avenues: (1) corroborating and con-
solidating the framework; (2) defining issues of observation of learners’ perfor-
mances and interpretation for assessment; (3) developing learning activities
and teaching sequences based upon the outcomes; (4) exploring possibilities
for certification of SD experts; (5) investigating mutual links between research
on dynamic decision making and teaching; and (6) adapting outcomes to
specific application fields (Appendix 5 in the electronic supplement offers
additional discussion on some of these topics).

Corroboration and consolidation of the framework

The current framework is a design based on the experience of themasterswho
have contributed to the Delphi process. The practice of using the framework
in real teaching settings will solidify it. This solidification is a dynamic
process because some aspects may turn out to require adjustments. In partic-
ular, it may turn out that certain learning outcomes are less relevant under
certain circumstances or that additional outcomes are proposed and
confirmed to be highly relevant. It may also become necessary to change the
allocation of certain outcomes to a different development stage.
The need for revision and modification can be detected by collecting and

analyzing the experiences of researchers and educators using the framework.
To assure stability, the framework should not be modified in a continuous
manner; rather, after 3 or 4years of field experience, a participative process
of revision would allow us to make informed decisions concerning required
adjustments. Improvements to the framework and its learning outcomes are,
of course, possible and also expected. One avenue to advance is, for instance,
to detail skill #4 (SD Project Initialization) with the work done in the area of
group model building (e.g. Andersen, Richardson and Vennix, 1997). Another
avenue is to explicate and include further learning outcomes about explor-
atory model analysis (e.g., Pruyt and Islam, 2015). We are currently working
on an interactive database to facilitate the use of the framework and encourage
users of the framework to share their experiences. (The database can be found
at: www.strategysimulationlab.org/sd-competence).
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Developing the assessment triangle for teaching system dynamics

The assessment triangle specifies what the competence is, which observations
are required, and how these data are to be interpreted to arrive at justified
evaluations concerning the degree of competence of an individual at a given
time (Shavelson, 2013). The current SD competence development framework
details the first of these three requirements. We invite fellow researchers to
corroborate and modify the existing framework to arrive at a strong basis for
future work. Then, two additional questions arise: What observations provide
sufficient data to evaluate different degrees of SD skills? And how do we inter-
pret the observations to arrive at a thorough evaluation of the skills in the SD
competence framework? To find answers to these questions we call for collab-
oration between educational researchers and system dynamicists to explore
“scoring rubrics” (National Research Council, 1996, p. 93). A rubric specifies
the performance levels with a standard measure for each outcome (Panadero
and Jonsson, 2013).

Sequencing of SD learning activities and course design to improve learning

Once it is defined what ought to be learned, the question arises how it can be
learned or taught best. Then, the challenge is to design and develop learning
activities and teaching sequences at the different development stages. A teach-
ing sequence consists of learning activities that lead learners to work towards a
specific set of outcomes. A teaching sequence should allow learners to achieve
a specified competence development stage with as little time and resources
invested as possible. Decades of accumulated and reflected experience are
available for this endeavor (Richardson, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c). In general, SD
is not practiced in abstract but used in situations belonging to an application
domain, such as business administration or public policy. Therefore, it is im-
portant to take the previous experience of learners in application domains into
account: this is what learners can connect the SD learning outcomes to. There-
fore, such personal experience in an application domain is an important factor
(Beier and Ackerman, 2005; Schaffernicht and Groesser, 2012).

Usage of the framework to guide certification efforts

Our competence framework can also support steps towards future initiatives
aiming to certify learners and practitioners up to the stage of proficiency.
Based on our framework, assessments can be developed, and it can be argued
that the opportunity to obtain certification will enable self-directed learners
and practitioners to signal their level of competence to their clients,
employers or even pupils. Since the development stages expert and master
are not dealt with in our proposed framework, it does not suggest any partic-
ular form of evaluation for those development stages.
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Reinforcing the links between research in dynamic decision making and
teaching

The framework is useful for systematization of research into learning SD. On
one hand, it provides guidance on which outcomes have been addressed by
previous research. For example, research on fundamental stock and flow fail-
ure (Cronin and Gonzalez, 2007; Cronin et al., 2009; Sterman, 2010) addresses
the outcomes dealing with outcome “Understands stocks and flows” in skill
#2: dynamic reasoning. Another research area—the misperception of feed-
back—is closely related to skill #2’s outcome “Understands feedback loops
in CLDs and SFDs”. Research on the nature of delays (Moxnes, 1998, 2004;
Paich and Sterman, 1993) addresses the outcome “Discovers delays” (skill
#5); and studies on the recognition of feedback loops (Schaffernicht and
Groesser, 2011, 2014) address all the outcomes mentioned above. The out-
comes referring to understanding stocks and flows as well as feedback loops
are anchor points for each of these research areas: any advances in under-
standing the misperception of feedback can directly feed into learning activi-
ties built upon the outcomes. In addition, the outcomes of the dynamic
reasoning skill can be revised in response to new research findings.

Packaging of system dynamics to increase uptake in other fields of research

SD has a long tradition of applications in the fields of management and public
policy. In management, besides the general advancement of systems thinking
(Atwater et al., 2008), the link between the “resource-based view” in strategy
research has been emphasized (Groesser and Jovy, 2016; Kunc and Morecroft,
2010; Rahmandad, 2012, 2015; Rahmandad and Repenning, 2015), and SD has
been used to teach strategic reasoning (Gary et al., 2008; Kunc, 2012) and in-
novation (Milling, 1996; Wunderlich et al., 2014). In public management, ap-
plications range from performance management (Bianchi andMontemaggiore,
2008) to specific policy areas like public health (Tebbens and Thompson,
2009), health in general (Abdel-Hamid et al., 2014; Abdel-Hamid, 2002; Paich
et al., 2009) and climate change (Booth Sweeney and Sterman, 2005; Sterman
and Sweeney, 2007). For instance, the issue of how the public perceives global
warming and the accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere (Sterman, 2008) is
linked to skill #2, dynamic reasoning outcome “describes a stock’s accumula-
tion behavior given the in- and outflows”. To adapt this outcome to the spe-
cific field, it can be paraphrased as “describes the CO2 stock’s accumulation
behavior given emissions and absorption”.
Applications in economics are sometimes related to the limits to growth

(Randers, 2014), sometimes directly connected to misperceptions of feedback
(Kampmann and Sterman, 2014) and sometimes they discuss the methodolog-
ical issues between the disciplines (Saeed, 2014). In general theories of policy
process (Anderies and Janssen, 2013), the recognition of feedback loops as a
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basic component opens the door for SD. If strategic and other resources for
company development are categorized as “stocks” (Dierickx and Cool, 1989;
Warren, 2008), the above-mentioned outcome would be adjusted to “describes
the production capacity’s accumulation behavior given the investment and
depreciation flows”. In a similar way, sources of competitive advantage such
as network effects, economies of scale, learning curves, standard formation
or the accumulation of complementary assets (Mass and Berkson, 1995; Oliva
et al., 2003; Sterman et al., 2007) become “reinforcing feedback loops”. Such
adaptations clearly show the added value of SD to lectures in strategy or pub-
lic policy, and at the same time reveal where SD fits into other existing
courses.

Conclusion

The work reported in this paper provides the first explicit and operational
competence development framework for SD. It consists of seven skills that
comprise 265 learning outcomes. The process of learning is organized into
four successive competence development stages—beginner, advanced begin-
ner, competent and proficient—as described in the Dreyfus competence
model. The outcomes have been formulated using Bloom’s taxonomy. In a
three-round Delphi process, 15 SD masters have helped to assure that all the
relevant outcomes—and only the relevant ones—are included, and that these
outcomes are allocated to the most appropriate stages of the learning process.
The high degree of convergence with respect to the skills and the competence
development stages suggests that the framework is reliable and useful, albeit
certainly open to improvements and extensions.
In particular, the use of three levels of complexity and their respective def-

initions is a proposal based on practical considerations. In our opinion, SD
does not yet have an operational and conceptually thorough definition of com-
plexity. Such a definition could lead to refinements in the framework. How-
ever, discussion of this is beyond the scope of this contribution.
The framework can be used by educational researchers for contributions to

the assessment triangle; it becomes easier to design learning activities, teach-
ing sequences and courses leading to the acknowledgment of competence
stages that are understandable to the entire SD community—and beyond.
The efforts of researchers and lecturers from different places are easier to ac-
cumulate over time, and it is to be expected that future advances in the design
of learning activities and teaching sequences will further enhance the quality
and efficiency of learning SD for research, practice and education. Future
work along these lines will allow refinements concerning the learning out-
comes associated with the skills.
The framework is one step towards increasing the supply of highly skilled

system dynamicists and the pursuit of the quest to integrate the methodology
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in established professions (Forrester, 2007). Therefore, we close in calling our
colleagues in research and education to develop rubrics, grading rules, learn-
ing activities and teaching sequences using our SD competence development
framework.
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